**Answer Key for issues:**

**I Am Thankful!**

**Page 4:**
- eat, me, play, all

**Good Job, Veterans!**

**Page 4:**
1. “Hardworking Dogs” should be underlined.
2. dogs in the armed forces
3. Dogs dive deep underwater.
4. their sense of smell
5. being trained

**Beavers on the Go!**

**Page 4:**
1. lodge
2. tunnels
3. the lodge floor
4. They eat their extra branches.
**BONUS:** to stay safe from predators

**Holiday Economics**

**Page 4:**
Answers should match directions.

---

**Answer Key for skills pages:**

**November Calendar:**

1, 5: Answers should match directions.
2. 4
3. Veterans Day
4. Tuesday

**December Calendar:**

1. Wednesday
2. Answer should match directions.
3. December 31, 2020
4. Kwanzaa
**BONUS:** Friday

**Read and Think: I Am Thankful!**

1. Answers include: things, people, experiences
2. You might feel happy.
3. important and loved
4. Answers include: Tell someone; help someone out; write about it.

**Word Work: I Am Thankful!**

1. happy, good, thankful
2. Drawings will vary.
3. things that you do or feel
4. what you are thankful for

**Reading Checkpoint: I Am Thankful!**

1. B
2. B
3. C
4. B
5. A

**Read and Think: Good Job, Veterans!**

1. They take care of the troops when they are sick or hurt.
2. So that pilots and drivers who use the machines can do their jobs.
3. Answers include: Divers fix ships and submarines underwater; they search for sunken ships.
4. shiny silver suits

**Word Work: Good Job, Veterans!**

1. has worked in the armed forces
2. Answers include: medic, diver, mechanic, firefighter
3. airplane
4. Drawings should match directions.

**Main Idea and Details:**

**Good Job, Veterans!**

1. different jobs veterans have in the armed forces
2. what medics do on the job
3. what mechanics do on the job
4. what divers do on the job
5. what firefighters do on the job

**Reading Checkpoint: Good Job, Veterans!**

1. A
2. B
3. B
4. B
5. B

(continued on next page)
Read and Think: 
Beavers on the Go!:  
1. to make their own pond  
2. branches, mud, and stone  
3. Answers include: The lodge rises up above the water; the whole family cuddles up in it.  
4. through the tunnels

Word Work: 
Beavers on the Go!:  
1. It stops water from flowing.  
2. home  
3. Drawings should match directions.  
4. fox

Beaver Know-How!:  
Row 1: They build a dam.  
Row 2: They build a lodge.  
Row 3: They create tunnels.

Reading Checkpoint: 
Beavers on the Go!  
1. B  
2. B  
3. C  
4. C  
5. A

Read and Think: Holiday Economics:  
1. Possible answer: baseball bat  
2. Possible answer: postal work  
3. in a factory  
4. Answers include: driving a truck, mailing things

Word Work: Holiday Economics:  
1. money  
2. pencil  
3. Drawings should match directions.  
4. The mail carrier should be circled.

Needs or Wants?:  
Row 1: want; want  
Row 2: need; need  
Row 3: need; want  
BONUS: Vegetables are a need. Ice cream is a want.

Reading Checkpoint:  
Holiday Economics  
1. B  
2. A  
3. C  
4. B  
5. C